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standards for five hundred million people will present a
vaster and more difficult problem than the reconstruction of
Europe  And it would seem that the means for reconstruction
must come largely from other countries in the Pacific Basin
So   from the Indus to the Amur   a thousand million
people are also on the march to some new order    In the
pattern of that system the future of the people of the Pacific
from Thailand to California   and  from Alaska to  New
Zealand   is involved     The Eskimo and the  Maori   the
Tibetan mountaineer and the Hawaiian islander   the New
Guinea   fuzzy wuzzy   and the Japanese manufacturer are
being squeezed by a shrinking world into new and more
intimate inter relations  not only with themselves but with
the rest of the world   We can be certain of only one thing—
the vast range and speed of change and the unwillingness of
peoples to adapt old habits to new conditions    The Atlantic
Charter needs a Pacific supplement    We can only foresee
that there is no greater urgency than adequate and accurate
knowledge of the people of the Basin and of their homelands
The revision  or rather rewriting  of a book about the
Pacific Basin  so soon after the disruption of the economy
and politics of the area by world war   presented extra
ordinary difficulties     It was necessary to keep always in
mmd the main aim of geographical interpretation in its
human aspects  and to ignore as far as possible both the
destruction of war and the painful adjustments as hostilities
died down    The study of passing phases had to be sub
ordmated to the examination of changes that seemed likely
to eodtore*
The geographer however is in a better position than most
scientists since the physical and climatic conditions which
mfinaace Me and occupations in different regions of the
Basin are relatively permanent and unchanging The work

